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INTRODUCTION

The program of the Center
for the Advanced Study of Educational Administra-
tion at the University of Oregon deals with the
relationships between educational organization and
instruction. Of particular relevai,ce to the
Center's mission is the study of the organization
of schools in which significant innovations have
occurred. For this reason, we were pleased to
have the opportunity to study the organization and
functioning of the multiunit school.

Oui investigation is based on
intensive case studies of eight schools. Four of
these were multiunit schools; the other four were
control schools selected by the Wisconsin it & D
Center for Cognitive Learning. In this paper we
shall report some of our data on three multiunit
schools and their controls. The fourth school had
not sufficiently implemented the multiunit program
to justify its inelusioli. In reporting our findings,
the schools will not be identified by name.

The three pairs of schools
studied are in different school districts. In each
district we distributed questionnaires to all avail-
able professional personnel in the two schools and
to central-office personnel whose work relates
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closely to the program of the elementary schools.
These questionnaires were extremely detailed and
extensive, covering a variety of matters pertain-
ing to the characteristics of the schools and to the
attitudes and goal- of the respondents themselves.
On the average, tb.e questionnaires took 1-1/2
hours to complete. In addition to gathering data
by means of thes questionnaires, we also inter-
viewed a majority of the persons to whom the
questionnaires were administered. The principal,
the unit leaders, half of the teachers, and two
nonprofessionals were interviewed in each multi-
unit school. While the questionnaires did not
mention multiunit schools, the interviews dealt
mainly with matters pertaining to the multiunit
program.

This paper serves as a
preliminary report on some of our findings. The
report is preliminary for two reasons: first, we
have not yet completed an exhaustive analysis of
all our data; second, the scope of our work is too
broad to be summarized briefly. We shall u..der-
take two tasks in this presentation. The first
will be to summarize certain data dealing with
the schools studied, and the second one will be
to raise a few questions about the organizational
problems that may arise In multiunit schools.
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AN ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

OF MULTIUNIT SCHOOLS

Ia presenting a summary of
organizational characteristics of multiunit schools,
we shall focus attention on a few major topics.
First we shall summarize materials dealing with
interacticn patterns in multiunit and control
schools. This will be followed by a discussion of
the division of labor, with emphasis on specializa-
tion in the unit and on the role of the unit leader,
Next is an analysis of decision-making processes
and influence hierarchies in multiunit and control
schools. Finally, we present a brief discussion
of the goals and attitudes of teachers, with special
attention to operation objectives and job satisfac-
tion.

interdependence relationships

in multiunit and control schools

Regardless of its field of
activity, an organization is structured in such a
manner that it facilitates or encourages the inter-
action of certain members while it impedes or
hinders the interaction of others. Studies of inter-
action patterns or networks in organizations show
high rates of interaction occur under certain
organizational conditions and low rate s occur
under other circumstances, in this research we
are concerned only with certain types of interac-
tion patterns among adults in multiunit and control
schools. instead of studying friendship choices or
frequency of interaction, as is often done in socio-
metric analyses, we Those instead to examine
what we call "interdependence relationships."
This term refers to work-related patterns of inter-
action between people; It directs attention to those
relationships between individuals that affect their
ability to get their jobs done.
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To identify interdepende,:.ce
relationships, SVC asked each respondent in the
multiunit and control schools to complete the
following items in a questionnaire:

1. "List the names of those persons both
within and outside your school (other ti-n
students) upon whom you depend most
heavily in order to perform your job
effectively;"

2. "Who arc, the persons listed above, if any,
whose job is so closely related to yours
that you believe the two jobs must be
performed collaborat:?ely in order' for
either of yc.k.1 to perform his work effectiv-.:-
ly?"

Responses to these two
questions by teachers and unit leaders provide the
data for the sociometric charts in the appendix.
These ehaL ts give us a view of organizational
structure as ro..alcd by a mapping of interdepen-
dence relationships.

Let us first note the pattern-
in; of interdependence relationships in the school
as a whole. Figure 1 diagrams these relation-
ships in one of ti," multiunit schools in our study.
Note that each of the five units of the school ern-
stitutes a cluster of interdependent relationships.
The members of a unit depend heavily on other
members for the successful performance of their
work, On the other hand, interaction of the type
we are examining is entirely intra-unit as far as
the relationships of teachers, to one another are
concerned, It is a striking fact that not a single
teacher nominates a teacher (or a unit leader(
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outside his own unit. We take this to mean that
collaborative work effort is confined essentially
within the unit.

While the structure of each of
the five units is similar, it is not identical. Let us
distinguish between what we shall call a "depend-
ence relationship" (a dotted line in the chart inch-
eating nomination inquestion 1) and :11 "essential
relationship" (indicating nomination also in question
2). Clear/v, the units vary in the proportion of
essential relationships to dependence relationships.

Unit five has the maximum
possible number of essential relationships; each
person sees himself as having an essential rela-
tionship with every other member of the unit.
This represents the highest possible level of inter-
dependence. On the other hand, unit four is the
"loosest" collaborative unit, characterized by
fewer essential relationships and a lower level of
interdependence.

The unit leaders are focal
point:; of interaction in the units and also serve as
connecting links between the teacher and the
principal. As is the case with teachers, however,
no unit leader nominates another unit leader (or
a teacher in another unit), indicating an absence
of dependence between units of the school. It Is
worth observing that while this school has an
active Instructional improvement Committee, the
absence of interdependence relationships between
unit leaders and teachers in different units indi-
cates that collaborative relationships between
units is minimal. Otherwise put, the goal of
having the Instructional improvement Committee
coordinate the program of the entire school has
made little headway if the absence of interdepend-
ence relationships is interpreted as evidence of a
lack of coordination of the work of units.

The principal receives nomi-
nations from most teachers and all of the unit
leaders. For three of the five unit leaders, an
essential relationship is seen with the principal.
Only three teachers, however, view their rela-
tionship with the principal as essential.

Figure 2 diagrams the inter-
dependence relationships in a control school. We
see at once that the patterning of relationships is

quite different from that of the multiunit school.
The principal is the obvious focus of nominations-
receiving all but two of twenty-five possible
nominations, with ten of the twenty -three being
essential relationships. There are obviously few
interaction clusters among teachers. In every
case where self-contained class rooms exist,
there are few interdependence relationships.
The cluster of relationships at 10 o'clock on the
chart is a team teaching situation; that at 6
o'clock involves a special ungraded class to
which all three teachers arc assigned, With the
exception of these special situations, interdepend-
ence relationships behkeen teachers are few,
rarely essential, and usually related to grade
level taught. There is, in fact, only one instance
where a nomination is made across grade levels.

Let uz, at this point make a
few generalizations that extend beyond the two
schools we have been considering. First, the
pattern of relationships in the control school
shown in figure 2 is almost identical to that of
the other control schools in our sample. Indeed,
the pattern is similar to that of other elementary
schools we have studied elsewhere in the country.
If anything, the control schools show more inter-
dependence relationships than are usually encoun-
tered, owing largely to the presence of team
teaching and other collaborative undertakings not
found in the typical school characterized by the
self-contained classroom. The fact is the tradi-
tionally organized elementary school in the
United States has a primitive division of labor and
differentiation of functions in its professional
,taff. Grade level is the only consistent basis for
distinguishing among teachers. E nphasis is on
the functions universally performed by teachers,
not on the coordination of effort or any krill of
specialization.

In the other multiunit schools
in our smnple we find patterns of relationships
similar in some respects to the multiunit school
shown in figure I. There are also some varia-
tions from one school to the other. As far as
similarities are concerned, we find that all multi-
unit schools have a network of interdependence
relationships within each unit.

Consistently, therefore,
multiunit schools are successful In encouraging
the establishment of some collaborative activity.
Interdependence relationships arc nonetheless
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confined to the members of one's own unit. The
unit leaders in nearly all eases receive more
nominations, especially for essential relationships,
than do the teachers. Unit leaders also serve
consistently as linkage Agents bctv. en teachers
and the principal.

In other respects we find
variations in schools and from one unit to another
within a school. The extent and balance of depen-
dence relationships and essential relationships
differ from school to school and unit to unit. As
figure 3 shows, it is possible for virtually all
relationships to be essential ones in one unit,
while another unit in the same school has a pattern
containing a mixturs- of essential and dependence
relationships as well as a tack of indicated rela-
tionships of either type. Thus, while some col-
laborative activity is found in all schools, its
extent is uneven, reflecting differential success in
the development of interdependence relationships.

In no two multiunit schools in
our sample is the place of the principal in the
interaction network the same. The principal in
figure I receives more nominations than the
principals in the other schools. In one school the
pncipal receives but a few scattered nominations,
indicating that he is not the focal point of inter-
action. This means -- recalling the two questions
on which the charts are based--that most teachers
do not depend heavily on the principal 1,11rder to
do their work. Instead, each unit opeiat. s almost
Independently, relying heavily on its unit leader
for support, advice, and assistance.

The socionictiie charts we
have discussed map the nominations of teachers
and unit leaders. If we examine the respcnses of
principals to the same two questions on which
these charts are based, we find differences
between multiunit school principals and control
school principals. The multiunit school principal
reports that his successful job performance
depends on a number of people. ile lists consid-
erably more names than the control st hool princi-
pal does. The former's list of essen.ial relation-
ships is especially longer than that of his counter-
part. Typically, the multiunit principal lists
essential relationships with all the unit leaders
and his secretary, and occasionally with another
person or two.
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The control school principal,
on the other hand, lists few essential relation-
ships; they are usually limited to his secretary
and the custodian. The multiunit school principal
is clearly part of an expanded interaction network
in which his relations to his faculty have changed
considerably from those that prevail in control
schools. Nc will return to the implications of
this situation for the job of the ,,,rineipal later in
the paper.

' In concluding this analysis of
interdependence relationships, we should also
mention that the interaction network of the unit
includes instructional and clerical aides. Nomi-
nations of these aides by unit leaders and teachers
are frequent and the relationships are often con-
sidered essential. Aides, therefore, are import-
ant figures in the network of interdependence
relationships within the units of these schools.

division of labor

in the multiunit school

Collaborative instruction,
planning, and evaluation as called for by the
multiunit system can be expected to lead to modi-
fications to the division of labor within the school.
In this section of the paper, we will discuss two
important matters bearing on the division of
labor. file first is the development of specializa-
tion within the unit and the second is the impact of
the unit leader position on the positions of the
teacher and the principal.

When principals and teachers .
discuss specialization in the elementary school,
they usually conceive of it in terms of subject-
matter specialization or departmentalization, both
of which are usually regarded in a negative light.
Principals especially arc likely to take a stand
against departmentalization and specialization,
contending that the elementary school is an inap-
propriate setting for making teaching assignments
by subject- matter areas. Teachers generally
express similar attitudes. Several indicated
approvingly during our interviews that all teachers
in their school are expected to teach in all areas.
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Perhaps because of these
biases against specialization, teachers and princi-
pals see little of 't emerging in the multiunit
school. Principals, in fact, gave us no examples
of specializatir ; they are perhaps not close
enough to the ;lel Lvities of the unit to be aware of
the specialization coming into being. Teachers,
interestingly, are similarly unaware of speciali-
zation, perhaps because each is aware only of his
own role and does not think of the unit in terms of
specialization. Even when a tea -her reports
teaching most of the math in his unit, or says he
has taken over all of the work in remedial reading,
he discusses the matter in terms of "teaching to
one's strengths" rather than conceptualizing the
situation as one where specialization is occurring.

In the multiunit school, the
unit leader--not the teacher or principal - -is con-
cerned with the management and coordination of
unit activities. Therefore, it isn't surprising to
find that interview questions about specialization
get quite different responses from unit leaders
than from teachers and principals. In general,
unit leaders see considerably more specialization
than is reported by teachers or principals. A
substantial amount of this specialization is con-
ventional in naturei.e., teachers specialize by
subject-matter areas. More such specialization
exists than is usually perceived by the neopic
involved. If, as is often reported, one teacher in
a unit takes over the math instruction and another
who is especially good In science takes over most
instruction to that subject, it seems clear that the
other teachers in the unit, consciously or not,
must "specialize" in the other subjects that
remain to be taught.

Two other conventional types
of specialization are fairly commonplace. In
some units, especially in large ones, there
remains considerable specialization by grade
level, despite the formal abolition of grades as
such. There Is also specialization in that some
teachers work primarily with certain ability
groupings or spend much of their time with
remedial classes.

Interestingly, however,
specialization in the multiunit school is not con-
fined to these conventional forms. Perhaps of
more significance for the multiunit school in the
long run is the fact that new and often novel kinds
of specialization are beginning to emerge in the

units. Three main types have come to our alten-
tion:

1. Some teachers devote most of their time to
working with individual pupils, while others
work mainly with small groups or class-
sized groups. LI. two of the schools studied,
individualized and small-group instruction
are heavily emphasized. In these schools,
some teachers reported spending- 75 per cent
of their time working with individual students;
others said they devoted the same proportion
of their time to small groups or to class-
sized ones. A few teachers took special
responsibilities for working with even larger
groups than the usual class-sized ones,
usually at the beginning or end of study units.
There is, then, considerable specialization
in sonic multiunit schools ter teaching in an
individual, small-group, or large-group
a tting. In light of the emphasis given to
individual and small-group instruction in the
multiunit system, the development of such
specializations is to be anticipated. There
are, however, disparities in the amount of
such instruction from one unit to another
within a school, and one of the schools
studied retained class-sized groups almost
exclusively. Individualized instruction in
this school consisted almost entirely of
routine drill by instructional aides.

2. A second type of evidence of emerging
specialization is the fact some teachers are
serving as expert advisors to their col-
leagues. The obvious case where this
occurs is when a teacher has had special
training in some subieet. When such a
leacher is in a unit it is natural for others
to rely an his expertise. The availability
of this kind of expertise is largely fortu-
itous, of course, and no unit can expect to
obtain expert competence everywhere it is
needed through chance circumstances. For
this reason, some units have deliberately
urged their members to develop specialized
competences. Even when specialized train-
ing is lacking, a teacher may be asked to
take the responsibility for learning about
developments pertaining, for example, to
certain materials or media and feu keeping
his fellow teachers informed on the subject.
Other teachers in the unit are assigned to
other topics. The emergence of this kind
of specialization, we believe, Is a highly
promising development. It permits a type
of accumulation and pooling of knowledge
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not possible under different circumstances.

3. A third type of specialization relates to
special assignments. In several units we
studied, teachers are given special respon-
sibilities for planning units of instruction.
The logic of this procedure is extended in
one instance to the entire instructional
process; in one unit, the teachers plan the
different phases of the instructional units
and each takes responsibility for one or
more phases of the total process. When the
instructional unit is presented to the stu-
dents, teachers play spacial roles in certain
phases of the instructional process such as
introducing the instructional unit or evaluat-
ing it. Such assignmenis often are tempo-
rary and fleeting. This type of division of
labor, in fact, is characterized by its vari-
able nature as well as by its temporariness.
It offers opportunites to get jobs done that
could hardly be obtained in a more perma-
nent and fixed division of labor.

Our second topic bearing on
the division of Eabor in the multiunit school con-
cerns the impact of the position of unit leader on
the teacher and the principal. En our interviews
with school personnel, we obtained information on
how the job of the unit leader contributes to effec-
tive work by teachers. In one school our respond-
ents stated chat the unit leader facilitates the work
of the teacher by doing the following kinds of
things: searching for, obtaining, and preparing
new materials; scheduling the activities of the unit
and arranging for necessary space and facilities;
grouping students and making appropriate teaching
assignments; handPng reporting chores; helping
teachers keep up with new de.elopments; discuss-
ing instructional problems of Individual teachers;
advising teachers on their relationships with
parents; keeping up teacher moral"; and relieving
teachers of routine chores. These functions indi-
cate that in this particular srhool the roles of the
unit leader as they relate to the teacher fall both
En the 'calms of instructional leadership and
administration.

In the other two schools
studied, the roles of the unit leader were less
clearly conceptualized. Some people interviewed
did conceive of the unit leader's roles in terms of
instructional leadership and managerial responsi-
bility. Others, however, :saw the unit leader as a
mincrr functionary whose primary duty was to

relieve teachers of routine and bothersome chores,
or as a jack-of-all-trades who does whatever is
required at a given moment to help out the teach-
ers of the unit.

A considerable amount of
attention in our interviews was devoted to the
relationships of the unit leader and the principal.
We were particularly interested in seeing how the
two jobs relate to one another, and we asked
questions about tasks unit leaders perform that
might he carried out by the principal in the con-
ventionally organized school. All principals and
unit leaders agreed that the unit leader ;las taken
over a variety of such tasks. For example, unit
leaders were said to handle discipline problems
at the level above that of the teacher, to serve as
an advisor and morale booster for theft teachers,
to brief teachers on school and district policies
and procedures, to channel information to the
teachers from a variety of sources (including the
principal), to make arrangements for building
use, to obtain consultant help, to arrange field
trips, to deal with the central office on a variety
of matters, to train new teachers, and to take
general responsibility for planning, implerni.nting,
and evaluating the curriculum.

One principal told us that in
his school "unit leaders do a lot of administrative
work. They do the scheduling, run inserviee
training programs, supervise and evaluate the
teachers, group the st,!dents, and make basic

structional decisions that I otherwise would have
to make."

A oceond principal indicated
that in his school each unit is "a school within a
school," Each unit, he explained, is virtually
autonomous and independent (*this school has no
instructional improvement Committee). In the
third school, the authority and functions of the
principal had been transferred to the unit leaders
to an even greater extent.

It Is clear, therefore, that
many of the duties ordinarily performed by
principals nave been turned over to the unit leader.
This situation raises questions about the effective-
ness of both sets of roles under prevailing cir-
cumstances. We shall mention some of these in
the last part of this paper.
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authority, decision -making

processes, and influence

One of the most important
aspects of multiunit organization is its effects on
authority and decision making. In our research
we were concerned with the location of decision-
making prerogatives and the extent to which power
and influence are concentrated or dispersed in the
school. We were particularly interested in dis-
covering the kinds of changes multiunit organiza-
tion produces in decision- making processes and
the status hierarchy.

While we gathered various
kinds of data dealing with power and decision
making at the school and school district levels,
we shall summarize some findings on but two
dimensions of the genera! subject. The first
deals with where the authority !ies for making
certain types of decisions. The second is con-
cerned with the influence hierarchy of the school.

To obtain data on authority
structures, we asked each teacher to indicate the
role he plays in the decision making process for
various types of classroom-related decisions.
The decisions dealt with five activities: the choice
of teaching methods used in the classroom, deter-
mining the scope and sequence of subject-matter
conent, the choice of Instructional materials
other than textbooks, deciding cn pupil promotion,
and schednling daily classroom activities.

Fe- each of the five decisions,
each respondent was nuked to indicate if he had:

a. com,zlete autor.3my to mike the decision
himself,

b. final authority to make the decision after
receiving suggestions and recommendations
from others,

c. authority to make the decision within certain

d. authority to share the decision with other
persons in a group decision-making process,
or

e. no yoke in snaking the' decision (i.e., the
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decision is made by others).

When the respondent chose any but the first
alternative, he was asked to identify the other

persons involved in the decision- making process.

To highlight the patterns of
responses in the multiunit schools, we first note
the situation in the control schools. While there
Is some variation in respor ses for the five types
of decisions, the general pattern is for the indi-
vidual teacher to make the recisions, either in
consultation with the prineip 11 or within certain
limits prescribed by him. Decision making
affecting each classroom is no prerogative main-
ly of the two individuals: the teacher, serving as
primary decision-maker, and the principal, who
provides advice or sets the Ib'nits within which
the teacher has cFseretion. E teachers see
themselves as involved in gro 3p decision-making
of any kind with regard to any if these items.

The distrit ;Lion of responses
provides a vices of the school ;.s being composed
of separate, relatively isolate classrooms, with
the activities of each elassroc being determined
primarily by the leacher monitored to a greater
or lesser extent by the prinei01. Fo .. the school
as a whole, the principal is 01,, central authority
figure; he is the only person v.:lose activities
extend beyond the indivicMal e!assroom.

In the mulliunit school there
is evidence that the deeisionnalcing pattern we
have just described is being :,:hanged significantly.
There arc some variations responses for the
different types of decisions, :and the pattern is
somewhat different for each:school. Vet there az.)
some important generalizations that emerge.
For ono thing, fewer teache s sec themselves as
making decisions individual v thin is the rase n
control schools. Substanti; nonzhcrs et teachers
'ndicate that decisions are il;:t erl with ethers in
a group deeision-marring pr ores:. '1 he teachei s
who indicate they make deC.s:ons imiiaichunlh
after receiving :,.Iggestiorf. r..yonvuendations
from others include fellow teachers oolong th.-se
"others." Otherwise stab d, there is a not;,Ide
shift away from r eliance (I the principal far
advice and assistance to a situation In which col-
leagues serve such a fanc, 'on. In genera!,
decision making is movie_ from th' level of the
individual classroom to th it of the unit. Ihcisions
arc being made by the unit leader ano teachers,



usually in a collaborative situation.

When the teacher seeks
advice from a single figure of authority in the
multiunit school, it is likely that he will turn to
the unit leader rather than to the principal.
Usually the principal is not directly involved in
the decision-making processes of the unit.
Whether or not he has an indirect impact depends
on his ability to work effectively with unit leaders
in a Building Committee or Instructional Improve-
ment Committee.

What happened in actual
practice varied among the schools in our sample.
In one school, the Instructional Improvement Com-
mittee functioned fairly effectively; decisions of
school-wide importance made collaboratively by
thn principal and the unit leaders affected what
went on in the units. In a second school there was
no Instructional improvement Committee, but the
principal retained some influence because of his
personal relations with individual teachers. The
third school presented yet a different case:
decisions in the Instructional Improvement Com-
mittee rarely dealt with instructional problems of
concern to the units. As a result, the principal's
influence on decisions made in the unit was slight.
Unit affairs were decided by the unit leader and
the teachers.

Just as there has been
changes in authority and decision making to the
multiunit school, there has been modifications in
the "influence structure" or "pc. cr structure."
We asked our respondents to complete the folow-
Mg questionnaire Item:

"If you wanted to receive approval from the
faculty of your school for an idea you v.vre
proposing, it would sometimes be helpful to
enlist the support of certain other individu-
als in your school. Please list below, by
name and position, the inclivichials whose
support for your ideas would help most in
obtaining faculty approval, "

Tabulations of the frequency with which individuals
were named gave us a picture of the influenee
hierarchy in c a2h school.

In the control schools, the
influence hierarchy is dominated by the pr
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Typically, the principal receives three to four
times as many nominations as any other individual.
Usually only two or three teachers get as many as
one-third to one-fourth the number of nominations
received by the principal. Nearly all teachers in
the school are mentioned once or twice, indicating
a lack of concensus about who are the influential
teachers. This is, of course, a highly central-
ized influence structure that revolves around one
dominant figure, the principal.

It is to be anticipated that
multiunit organization changes this situation.
Only one generalization, however, stands for all
schools -- namely, the unit leaders in all instances
emerge as significant persons in the influence
hierarchy. In other respects, the changes that
occur vary from school to school, The principal
in one school received twenty-two nominations
while his three unit leaders received sixteen,
fourteen, and eleven respectively, No one else in
the school received over three nominations. In a
second school the principal had twenty nominations,
Three unit leaders received nine, one received
eight and one five. No one else received over two
nominations.

In both of these schools the
principal's influence is obviously shared with the
unit leaders. The unit leaders are seen as influ-
ential not only by members of their own units, but
by some perscns in other units as well. Evidence
drawn front these two schools reveals that the
creation of a new formal position, that of unit
leader, has changed the influence structures so
that influence is shared by a larger number of
persons. At the same time, the principal
remains the single most influential person in
these schools.

The situation in the third
school, however, is quite differert. Rem one
unit leader and the librarian in the Instructional
Materials Center each get six nominations; the
other two unit leaders, a teacher, and the princi-
pal each get live; ant two other teachers receive
four and three, resrcetively. This is an example
of dispersed influen 'e where the traditional domi-
nance of lit prir ip.il has evapornted.

To gencrali7e, (hen, we can
s-c that multiunit ganization seemingly insures
the development of a more decent:alized influnnec
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hierarchy than is found in the control schools.
The exact form of this decentralized structure,
however, varies from school to school. We sus-
pect that in the long run the functioning of the
school's instructional Improvement Committee
will be an important dete.:rminant of the form of
the influence hierarchy.

operational goals

of teachers

G:ven the objectives of the
Wisconsin Ii & D Center in developing the multi-
unit school Triode!, it is important to ask whether
or aot it has been possible to make any appreciable
changes in the operational work goals which teach-
ers set for themselves. In our questionnaire we
listed the following operational goals:

encouraging creativity among students;

maintaining in orderly and quiet classroor;

enriching th? course of study or curriculum
of the classroom;

giving individual attention to students;

experiment ng with new teaching techniques;

diagnosing learning problems of students;

coordinating classroom activities with other
parts of the school program;

insuring that students learn basic skills;

solving per sonal problems of individual
students;

developing student ability in analytical rea-
soning and problem solving;

developing the aesthetic potential of students.

We asked each teacher to indicate which three of
these he conside s most vital or impo.-tant in his
work as a :cache i ,

In the multiunit schools,
"givi:ig individual attention to students" and "diag-
nosing learning problems of students" ranked
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first and second in aportance. In contrast,
teachers in the control schools ranked ''irsuring
that students learn basic skills" first, followed
by "developing s ardent ability in analytical reason-
ing and problem.solving." As teachers state
their objectives, therefore, we find that individu-
ally guided edue: tion and diagnosis of learning
problems are sem as the primary goals to be
pursued by teachers in the multiunit school.

We discovered that from the
point of view of the teachers, the "clim...te of
expectations" regarding objectives is seen as
different in multiunit and control schools. Evi-
dence of this is provided by data obtained when we
asked teachers which of the previously listed
items they believe their principal would consider
most important in the work of the teacher.
Teachers in the multiunit schools listed "experi-
menting with n w teaching techniques" and "giving
individual attention to students" as objectives
their principals would consider nic,t important.
On the other hand, teachers in control schools
thought their principals would give first rank to
"insuring tha' students learn basic skills." Tic('
for second plt.ce were "developing student ability
in analytical reasolijig and problem solving" and
"enriching th,e course of study or curriculum in
the classroom."

Teachers were asked to indi-
cate which objectives they could best achieve
given the existing conditions in their school.
Multiunit sel.00l teachers ranked "experimenting
with new tea thing techniques" first and "enriching
the course of study or curriculum of the class-
room" secord. Teachers in the control schools
ranked "insuring that children learn basic skills"
first and "ercouragimz creativity among students"
second.

job satisfaction and

environmental climate

in our research we also
examined some of the social psychological dimen-
sions of org mization analysis. One objective was
to measure he attitudes of school personnel
toward their work and their w-)rk environment.
In one part (,f the study, teachers responded to a
ten-item, job - satisfaction scale. For three
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items, the proportions reporting that they were
"highly satisfied" were only slightly greater in
the multiunit than in tae control schools. A com-
parison of the other seven items reveals consider-
able differences, all in favor of the multiunit
school.

The seven items, together
with the proportions responding "highly satisfied"
in multiunit and control schools, are as follows:

satisfaction with progress toward one's
personal goals in present position, 26
per cent and 15 per cent;

satisfaction with personal relationships with
administrators and supervisors, 61 per cent
and 39 per cent;

opportunity to accept responsibility for one's
own work or the work of others, 61 per cent
and 43 per cent;

seeing positive results from one's efforts,
36 per cent and 15 per cent;

personal relationships with fellow teachers,
73 per cent and 55 per cent;

satisfaction with present job in light of one's
career expectations, 56 per cent and 39 per
cent;

the availability of pertinent instructional
materials and aids, 60 per cent and 27 per
cent.

In another part of the study,
teachers responded to items that were designed to
reveal their perceptions of the extent of freedom
and rigidity in school policies. More teachers in
multiunit schools than in control schools (68 per
cent and 42 per cent) believed that it is highly
accurate to say that school policies encourage
freedom in the selection of instructional materials.
The statement that "school policies encourage
freedom in student use of the library or other
learning resources" was regarded as "highly
accurate" by 64 per cent of the teachers in the
multiunit schools and 35 per cent of the in the
control schools. That school policies encourage
freedom in experimenting with ncw teaching tech-
niques was seen as a highly accurate statement by
93 per cent of the multiunit teachers as compared
to 60 pee cent of the control school teachers. On
the other hand, the ;statement "school policies
encourage close adherence to official course out-
lines and/or et.rrieulum guides" was seen as
highly accurate by only 6 per cent of the teachers
in multiunit schools, but by 32 per cent in the
coatrol schools. Responses to these items provide
some evidence that teb..^he:s in multiunit schools
perceive their environment to be more free, less
rigid, and ir..re open to experimentation than do
the teachers in control schools.
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SOME BASIC QUESTIONS ABOUT

MUL'IUNIT SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

any of our conclusions to
this point should be her toning to the designers
and proponents of the multiunit school. It seems
safe to say that the multiunit system holds high
promise of ameliorating some of the endemic
problems encountered in elementary schools.
Nonetheless, in the course of analyzing data on the
attributes of the multiunit school, it has become
clear that operating set cols of this type presents a
variety of problems that must be solved if the
schools are to function at a high level of effective-
ness. It is our conclusion that no single "form"
or "model" of multiunit organization has be- a
implemented in the schools we studied. There is,
as a matter of fact, considerable variation in
structure, policies, and practices. This variation
in itself, of course, does not necessarily produce
problems.

What does lead to problems
is the fact that there has not yet been enough
experimentation and systematic study to determine
which structural forms and operational policies
work best in the multitmit school. Nor is it yet
known precisely which roles are effective for
which positions in this new context. Particularly
important here arc questions about the roles
associated with the positions of unit leader and
principal.

In concluding, we should like
to raise a few questions about the structu e of the
school and the roles of personn,.1.

I. Our first question deal
with the relationship bet..,.cer, unit size earl eert
effectiveness. In taking this question, we make
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the assumption that a high level of interdependence
relationship.; is required if a unit is to function
effectively. 1 is, we assume that to plan,
teach, and evaluate collaboratively, a high level
of interdependence among unit members is neces-
sary. This being the ease, it F.ecomes appropriate
to ask what the organizational conditions are that
make it 111:ely that a high level of interdependence
will develop.

We should like to call your
attention once again to figure 3 in the appendix.
The networks of interdependence relationships
obviously are different in the two units shown in
this chart. In the smaller unit, the unit leader
and the teachers arc bound together in reciprocal
ties that are, with only one exception, seen 0.s
essential relationships by unit members. The
larger unit, in contrast, shows a considerably
lower level of interdependence. In fact, interde-
pendence relationships between some members of
the unit are entirely, lacking. Even ties with the
unit leader arc not always seen as essential rela-
tionships. Rather than `arming a single network
of interdependence relationships, the unit is r:eg-
mented into subgroupings or L-ubnctivorks bnGed
largely on what Is, in effect, grade level taught.
This is a reversion to a pattern of relationships
that sometimes develops in the traditional clemen-
tars school, as is illustrated in figure I,

These differences between
nr.d large units are found consistently in the

8(1 -{'lied. Is a higher Ievel of
interdei., iiee i i Elk smaller units than in the
krger o: s. Segmentation by grade level frc-
rjuentIy 11),)ears in the larger units. it is for these
reasons that the question of optimal sizr of units



arises as an important practical issue in design-
ing the multiunit school. The pertinent question
is this: flow many teachers can collaborate effec-
tively with one another, the unit leader, and non-
professionals in the unit setting?

Social-science knowledge
about the nature of interaction in human groups
tells us that interaction can be close and intense
only in relatively small groups. The optimum
size of groups is further reduced when group inter-
action is instrumental in natureLc., it is not an
end in itself. In units of the multiunit school,
where instruction is the main objective of the
group and improving interaction patterns is but a
means to that end, there are certainly limits to
the number of people to which an individual can be
tied in an effective interdependence network.
What the optimum size range is in units is a
matter, we believe, that merits serious discus-
sion and study.

2. Questions also arise with
regard to the functions of the Instructional
Improvement Committee. Two of the three
schools studiod had an Instructional Improvement
Committee. In our interviews we found consider-
able vagueness in people's minds concerning the
functions of the committee. In one school, the
committee seemed to serve primarily as a vehicle
for channeling news to teachers. To put it in
another way. the agenda of meetings of the
Instruction:1j. Improvement Committee was strait
to that of gc Icr.-.1 faculty meetings in a convention-
al school. The instructional Improvement Corn-
mitec in the other school spent more Um:, in dis-
cussions related to instruction, but here also
understandings were lacking concerning the exact
functions of this committee. While it seemed to
be generally agreed 'the Instructional Improve-
ment Committee should coordinate the curriculum
of the entire school," what this coordination should
consist of and how it should be accomplished were
unclear.

Another problem concerned
conflicting authority in relations between the
Instructional Improvement Committee and individ-
ual units. Which decisions ace to Ix the e.,'clusive
prerogative of unit members and which decisions
are to be m tele for the entire school by the
Instructional Improvement. Committee? We found
no clear amwers to these questions.
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We obtained little evidence in
either school that the Instructional Improvement
Committee functioned as an important decision-
making group. Indeed, there is some evidence to
the contrary. For example, if the Instructional
Improvement Committee were a closely knit body,
interdependence relationships would develop
among unit leaders and the principal. As things
stand, unit leaders and the principal do not form
an interdependence network. In figure 1, for
example, we notice that the unit leaders do not
nominate each other. Rather, they are tied to
their unit members and to the principal individual-
ly.

3. A third set of questions
deals with specialization among members of the
unit. We shall not elaborate extensively on this
mr,ther because we have discussed specialization
at some length earlier. There is a question as to
the extent to which specialization should be
encouraged systematically within the unit, and
also a question concerning the types of specializa-
tion that will contribute most to the effective func-
tioning of units. As noted earlier, considerable
bias exists against specialization because it is
equated with departmentalization. On the other
hand, speeialh:ations have emerged in the units
that are both natural and creative, as we have
shown. Again this is a matter that should be
investigated carefully.

4. Questions also arise con-
cerning the celPtive emphasis on different roles
in the position of mitt leader. There is no general
agreement concerning the roles that should be
emphasized in this position. The position, how-
eve, calls for three main sets of rolesinstrue-
tional leader, administrator, and teacher--and
it seems that all three must be performed capably
if the unit is to function effectively. An appropri-
ate balance of the three sets of roles is, however,
hard establish and maintain. There probably
will be pressure to make continual additions to
the administrative responsibilities of unit leaders.
If this occurs, we can expect effective perform-
ance of tnc other two sets of roles to suffer, par-
ticularly that of instructional leader.

5. Finally, several questions
should be posed about the princip:iship in the
multiunit school. The multiunit model, as devel-
oped by the Wisconsin R & I) Center, envisages
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an important place for the principal in instruction-
al leadership. Yet it Is apparent that the princi-
pal's role as an instructional leader must be dif-
ferent from that which he plays in a conventional
school. The multiunit school is so organized that
many of the usual duties of the principal are
shifted to the unit leader. In the multiunit school
the teacher naturally turns first to the unit leader
for such assistance, as we showed earlier when
we presented data on ways In which the unit leader
helps make the teacher's job more effective. The
closely knit nature of the unit, together with the
almost constant availability of the unit leader for
consuitation, makes it almost certain that the
teacher will turn to the unit leader rather than to
the principal for Instructional leadership. Even
the insecure teacher, who might fear revealing
his inadequacies to the principal in the convention-
al school, cannot hide these deficiencies behind
the door of a self-contained classroom in the
multiunit school. The teacher in the multiunit
school teaches in public and the pressures of the
situation logically lead to consultation with the
unit leader when problems occur.
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Given the work situation that
prevails, then, the unit leader is the natural
instructional leader for the unit. The instruction-
al leadership of the principal will no be enhanced
if he seeks 0 usurp the functions of the unit lead-
er. Instead, the potentialities for instructional
leadership for the principal lie elsewhere. One
appropriate role is for the principal to insure that
each unit is properly organized for instruction,
that the unit leader and teachers develop the inter-
dependence relationships necessary to make rele-
vant decisions and carry out their instructional
tasks.

On the other hand, the princi-
pal can operate effectively as the chairman of the
Instructional Improvement Committee. As the
coordinator and advisor of the unit leaders, he
could make important contributions to the instruc-
tional program of the school as a whole. In any
case, the role of the principal as an instructional
leader merits further attention and clarification.
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APPENDIX

SOCIOMETRIC CHARTS

Data on which the following charts are based consist of responses
by teachers and unit leaders to the following questions:

(1) List the names of those persons . on whom
you depend most heavily In order to perform
your job effectively.

(2) Who are the persons listed above, if any, whose
job is so closely related to yours that you believe
the two jobs must be performed collaboratively
in order for either of you to perform his work
effectively?

Legend:

X : X named Y in Q. 1.

X -a- - - - -40-Y : X and Y named each other in Q. 1.

X Y : X named V in Q. 2.

X : X and *V named each other in Q. 2.

X -4 - - : X named V In Q. 2., V named X In Q. 1.
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FIGURE 1
]NTERDEPENDENCE RELATIONSHIPS EN A MULTIUNIT SCHOOL

FIGURE 2
INTERDEPENDENCE RELATIONSHIPS IN A CONTROL SCHOOL
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FIGURE 3

A COMPARISON OF iNTERDEPENDENVE RELATIONSHIPS IS A LARGE

UNIT AND A SMALL UNIT IN A MULT IUNIT.SCHOOL

FIGURE 4

TILE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERDEPENDENCE RELATIONSHIPS EN

SELECTED GRADE LEVELS IN TWO CONTROL SCHOOLS

School 1 School 2
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